IEEE's Posix: making progress

Seven more standards are near completion in this cornerstone of the international open-system software effort.

As the circuit design deadline drew near, the pace became more frantic by the hour, elevating the project leader's anxiety level and his blood pressure. And for good reason—all the users of DEC workstations, where the computer-aided design software resided, were out at a seminar. To be sure, IBM, Sun, and other workstations were available that would have allowed other engineers to complete the job on time. But the software? Only a DEC version was obtainable in house; in no way could it be ported to the IBM or Sun on time to beat the deadline—even though the project leader had received assurances from the software vendor that such versions were forthcoming.

This scenario is not as fictitious as it might seem. It reflects a growing concern among engineers as well as other users of software with the need for portability and interoperability of software. Portability refers to the ease with which a software system or component can be transferred from one hardware or software environment to another. Interoperability is the ability of two or more computer systems and their software to exchange information and use the information that has been exchanged.

Though the work needed to bring about industrywide portability and interoperability is extensive, there is hope. Efforts have been under way for some years in the form of the so-called open system standards. An important part of that effort is the interface standards within the IEEE portable operating system interface (Posix) environment. (The X in Posix denotes the Unix operating system origin of this effort.) At least one of these standards—No. 1003.1, which covers basic operating system services—was adopted last December as Standard ISO/IEC 9945-1 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)—both in Geneva, Switzerland.

Today there are 19 Posix working groups involved in 26 projects. Likely to be completed within the next 12-18 months are standards for such tasks as handling command language and utilities (Standard 1003.2), real-time programming (1003.4), and controlling access to computer files (1003.6).

The Posix efforts have been supplemented by the IEEE Technical Committee on Operating Systems with other projects to develop standards for application interfaces to services (see table, p. 39).

Additional open system standards have been developed through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), ISO, and other organizations. These focus mainly on such specialized aspects as programming languages, databases, and communication protocols. In contrast, Posix standards cover operating system services in general.

Many of these other specifications have been combined with the developing IEEE standards to define an open systems environment using the Posix interface standards as the basis. Already products abiding by the Posix standards have emerged from vendors, including such industry leaders as IBM, Digital Equipment, Sun Microsystems, Apple Computers, and AT&T's NCR.

In the offing: a major new industry geared to standard software components

not only are the open system standards within the Posix activity expected to resolve the portability and interoperability problems, but they are also expected to open the door to a major new industry of standard software components, or modules. From these components, users will be able to build and modify larger systems to suit their evolving needs. Such components will eliminate the need to produce several versions of an application program to accommodate operating systems with different file system structures and network interfaces, making them more attractive to software developers.

Standard components for software have been advocated for at least two decades, but until recently only limited versions of such components—mathematical subroutine libraries, for example—have been available.

Barriers to more complex components have been both technical and economic. Though such modern programming languages as C++, Objective C (an object-oriented version of C), and Ada are helping to solve technical problems associated with component development, a software component created today in a language such as C++ must still use system services that vary. They must depend on the operating system, database, communication interface, and other vendor-specific functions. If a component makes extensive use of VMS system services, for example, then a different version of the component must be created for Unix System V. (VMS is a popular operating system for Digital Equipment Corp.'s computers.)

INTERFACE SPEC. Evolving industrywide through a consensus process, open system standards will eventually change this situation. Generally, an open system standard is an interface specification to which any vendor can build hardware and software products. Posix and related standards, however, refer only to software interfaces. If a vendor of a proprietary operating system software abides by an open system standard, it will provide software with the standard interface. This can be used to build portable software.

There are two kinds of portability—binary and source-code. Specifications for binary portability are designed for object code—a fully compiled or assembled program that is ready to be loaded into the computer. With binary portability, an executable copy of a program can be moved from one machine to another. In contrast, with source-code portability, a program must be recompiled first.

An example of a de facto standard for binary portability is the IBM PC machine-language instruction set. Executable copies of software can run on PC clones from many different manufacturers.

Of the two portabilities, binary portability is the more difficult to achieve because it puts constraints on the machine architecture and instruction set. Standards efforts,
therefore, have concentrated on developing interfaces for source code.

Open system standards for source code portability define interfaces available to application programs for essential services like process control, file and directory access, interprocess communication, and graphics.

Interoperability standards, though necessary, are not sufficient for a complete open systems environment. An example of this is provided by the X Window System protocol, another de facto standard that specifies how graphics primitives can be communicated between an application program and graphics software running on a workstation. The protocol allows, say, an X Window application running on an IBM workstation to interact with a user sitting at a Sun workstation. The interoperability, however, does not mean that the source codes on these two systems are compatible. Each one may use different library functions to generate the X Window protocols.

**OPEN SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT.** No single standard provides all the functionality needed in a modern computing environment. To provide portability and interoperability requires a comprehensive set of standards.

The Posix open systems environment (OSE) being put together by Working Group 1003.0 of the IEEE Technical Committee on Operating Systems (TCOS) offers a standard set of interfaces to information systems' building blocks, covering both portability and interoperability standards.

Not all the specifications in the Posix OSE are IEEE Posix (1003.3) standards. Posix functions serve as a basis, supplemented by other applicable open systems standards—like those under development by the ISO and ANSI.

Two types of standard interfaces are specified in the Posix OSE: the application program interface (API) and the external environment interface (EEI) (Fig. 1). The APIs generally are the procedure calls made to the application platform—the computer in which the application program is running and its operating system—for a particular programming language. Through these calls, APIs provide source-code portability.

The external environment refers to external entities with which the application platform exchanges information, including the human end-user, hard copy documents, and physical devices such as video displays, disks, printers, and networks. Generally in the form of communication protocols, record and document formats, display formats, and distributed systems services, EEIs, in contrast to APIs, provide mainly for interoperability.

**FIVE RULES.** Examining details of the Posix OSE application program interfaces is helpful in exploring how standards can be used in constructing portable software. Based on services they provide, four general categories and a special-purpose category are available. The general categories cater to system, communications, information, and human-computer interaction services. A typical computing environment will require some, but not all, of the standards contained in each of these four categories. A fifth category—domain services—is provided for such special-purpose environments as transaction processing.

System services include both language and operating system services. Language services are the functions typically provided by programming languages such as C, Fortran, Pascal, and others. Operating system services are those used to control the resources of a computer system—hard disk storage, printer, and so on.

In the language service area, standard interfaces specify instructions in different programming languages—Ada, Basic, C, C++, and Pascal (for example, the ISO/IEC 9899 standard for the C language). To make other services in the OSE accessible from application programs, language bindings (subroutine calls in specific languages) are needed for one or more of these languages.
The Posix kernel standard (1003.1), originally defined using C, will soon have Fortran (1003.9) and Ada (1003.5) language bindings. The most common language for Posix interfaces is C, although language-independent bindings (generic subroutine calls not tied to a specific programming language) are now being developed by IEEE Posix working groups.

Among the major categories of operating system services in the Posix OSE are process management, task management (suspension or resumption of a process, for example), and environment services (like obtaining a terminal identification or user profile). Other services include: process communication and synchronization; input/output; file management; event, error, and exception management (enabling and disabling interrupts, for example); time services; and memory management.

Standards in the OSE providing these services include Posix shell and utilities (1003.2), which provides a command language (similar to DOS commands used in IBM PC batch files); software tools for such common operations as sorting; and real-time extensions (1003.4), which handles real-time programming features.

Communications services, including ISO Open Systems Interconnection, make communication possible for application programs running on networked computers. They include services for file transfer, namespace and directory services, network file access, remote procedure calls, protocol-independent network access, and data representation. Both API and EEL functions are included in this area.

The interface to the interoperability functions is through the standard APIs, such as the protocol-independent interface (1003.12) and the remote procedure call interface being developed by ANSI X3T5.5 working group.

Information services include database services, which provide the capability to store and retrieve data from long-term storage, and data interchange services to exchange data between systems.

Database services are the functions associated with database management systems. These include: data definition and manipulation (the ability to create, update, and delete records, fields, or tables); data access (the ability to retrieve data based on complex search conditions); and data integrity (the locking of data items, transaction control, and synchronous writes—that is, writing of data on an external, backup hard-disc system synchronously with the writing in the main memory).

Application programs use database services extensively, and the APIs in the Posix OSE information services area include such non-Posix standards as Structured Query Language (ISO 9075:1982) and Network Data Language (ISO 8907:1987).

Included in data interchange services are data description protocols, character sets, and data format protocols. Data description protocols provide a standard means of associating a name with individual data elements. Data format protocols add attributes that describe the physical characteristics of the data. Among the standards addressing data interchange services is the Standard Generalized Markup Language (ISO 8879:1986)—again a non-Posix example—useful for defining the layout and structure of a document.

The Posix OSE includes national and international electronic data interchange standards being developed for data format protocols—like ISO 9733. Other standards embraced by Posix in the information services category include Computer Graphics Metafile (ANSI X3.122:1986), which provides a standard means for storage and exchange of computer graphics.

**Human-Computer Interface.** Using the window and mouse style of interaction popularized by the Apple Macintosh, the human-computer interaction services in the Posix standards provide functions for communication between user and computer.

Applicable environment interface standards will include the X Window protocol, which specifies the format and meaning of messages between an application program and a display terminal, and human factors standards.

In development in this category is the IEEE 1201.2 Drivability Recommended Practice. It will recommend a set of window system behaviors designed to make working with different systems of this kind as easy as driving different makes of automobiles.

API standards in this area are still being defined. Among them is IEEE Standard 1201.1, a standard intended to be a set of window system function calls that can be used with any system that provides the services to create and manipulate menus, buttons, scroll bars, graphics, and other common features of window-based interfaces.

It is doubtful that any information-processing system will implement all the standards included in the Posix open systems environment. A subset of them, referred to as a "profile," is typically sufficient to meet an organization's requirements. Profiles for different types of applications, such as transaction processing, real-time programming, and supercomputing, are being developed within the Posix working groups.

Such profiles are incorporated in the domain services area—the fifth component of the Posix open systems environment. Organizations may also have their own profiles, based on their unique needs. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has established an applications portability profile, which some Federal agencies have adopted to promote software portability within the Government.

The widespread interest in open systems has encouraged strong support from computer and software vendors. Most vendors now provide a system compatible with the Posix 1003.1—a basic operating system, or kernel standard, as well as the other, non-Posix completed standards (such as those for programming languages). As other Posix standards are completed in the near future, conforming systems from leading vendors should follow.
## Representative IEEE application program interface standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1003.1</td>
<td>System application program interface (kernel)</td>
<td>Basic operating system services such as file I/O and process control</td>
<td>Complete, became ISO Standard 9945.1 in December 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.2</td>
<td>Shell and utilities</td>
<td>Command language and utilities that can be used in shell scripts* or command procedures</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.2a</td>
<td>User portability extension</td>
<td>Utilities for time-sharing systems</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.4</td>
<td>Real-time extensions</td>
<td>Real-time programming features such as process locking and synchronization</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.4a</td>
<td>Threads extension</td>
<td>Real-time features useful for supporting transaction processing</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.5</td>
<td>Ada language binding</td>
<td>1003.1 function calls for the Ada language</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.6</td>
<td>Security extensions</td>
<td>Security features such as access control lists and multilevel security</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.7</td>
<td>System administration</td>
<td>System management features for such tasks as adding users and checking device status</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.8</td>
<td>Transparent (network) file access</td>
<td>Functions for making files on several machines appear to reside on a single machine</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.9</td>
<td>Fortran interface</td>
<td>1003.1 function calls for the Fortran language</td>
<td>Nearing completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.12</td>
<td>Protocol-independent network interface</td>
<td>Communication services independent of protocol</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1003.15</td>
<td>Batch scheduling</td>
<td>Functions for batch (noninteractive) processing</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1201.1</td>
<td>Window-based user interface</td>
<td>Window system, graphical user interface functions</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1224</td>
<td>X.400 message-handling interface</td>
<td>Open systems interconnection (OSI) electronic mail services</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1238.0</td>
<td>Support functions</td>
<td>Common OSI support functions for lower-level interface</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1238.1</td>
<td>File transfer access method</td>
<td>OSI file transfer functions</td>
<td>In progress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Shell scripts: commands similar to DOS commands used in IBM PC batch files.

---


The seven-layer, open-systems interconnection model is discussed in detail in "Helping computers communicate," *IEEE Spectrum*, March 1986, pp. 61–70.
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